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Electronics group
SAAT Electronics group produces the
electronic equipments and offers various
products to complete the company’s list of
products. It benefits from years of experience
of designing, production and engineering for
professional localization of electronic and
hardware equipments.

Teleprompter Pedal

IMA Prompter

Teleprompter Pedal heavy duty
weighted Prompter People Foot
Pedal allows talent to control
start, stop, forward, reverse, and
speed functions of scrolling text.
The SAAT Protocol interfaced
device uses no extra Power so
there are no power cords or
adapters needed.

Easy

Teleprompter Jog Shuttle
Teleprompter Jog Shuttle designed,
desk-based prompting software scroll
controller with a jog and one scroll
wheel. Controller is connected to
Teleprompter Lan Interface via SAAT
portocol.

Wire Pedal

The controller can be used as an
alternative to keyboard arrow/ number,
pedal or mouse scroll.

Teleprompter systems are used to display the news texts for presenters
helping them not to look down at the written notes and perform the
news while directly looking into the lenses. In this system the text is
displayed on a screen which is usually horizontally placed below the
camera lens and the words are reflected by a glass which is placed in
front of the lens (and the presenter sees that like a mirror) so that
the presenter can watch them and control the motion of displayed
text by using a pedal.

Flexible

IMA Teleprompter can either be integrated with IMA Newsroom. In
this case, IMA Teleprompter automatically receives the news texts
and produces a list of them. Furthermore, the text can be edited
while the presenter is reading the news. The connection between the
presenter and the control room is a particular advantage of this system.
While performing the news, the control room can send messages to
the presenter or receive presenter’s requests

Advanced

IMA Teleprompter system consists of both hardware and software
parts and is managed via a simple user interface. This system provides
different types of outputs for both camera and monitors in the
control room. By connecting to the LAN, both studio equipments
and central control unit work under the network structure.

Please note, the 15 programmable
buttons are set to defaults by the
manufacturer and cannot be changed.

IMA Mini Prompter
IMA Speaker Guide
RF Pedal

IMA Teleprompter

